Artnium Project: Art Open Call for Sacramento Artists / Contact: artniumproject@gmail.com.
Eligibility: Greater Sacramento Area Artists 18 and over. Photography is not accepted.
Description:
Sacramento is a fast-growing, culturally diverse and innovative megapolis and we couldn't be
more proud! But as any burgeoning metro area it is not without its share of problems. The
good news is we have a strong community of advocates, artists and activists who care about
our region and want to make it better. Our project aims to create a place where artists, nonprofit advocates and the community at large can converge over art and discuss issues local to
Greater Sacramento area. We believe that with the help of advocates, artists, and activists, who
care about their community, we can bring awareness and resources to problems local to
Sacramento. We are seeking artists whose work addresses and explores issues central to the
Sacramento region. Our intent is to create a space of connection, education and conversation
that leads to innovative ideas and meaningful actions. Since the theme lends itself to topics that
are experienced by the region at large, we welcome entries that span the entire Sacramento
metropolitan area. We also invite artists to explore their medium(s) with influences by regional
non-profit associations such as WEAVE, Soil Born, Citizens’ Climate Lobby, etc.
Categories Accepted:
Open to most mediums, closed to photography.
Artist Requirements:
● must have a proven record of successful collaborations with other creatives
● existing work needs to address issues local to Sacramento metropolitan area
● experience with gallery exhibitions and hanging your own work
● all artwork must be ready to mount (ready for exhibiting)
● Artist must be available for at least one or more days while the exhibition is open to the
public: (October 12th -17th)
To Apply:
1. Complete the Submission Form:
https://www.jotform.com/ArtniumProject/artnium-project-artist-open-call
2. Submit 3 images (100MB max size) or 1 video (1GB max size). If we need more samples,
we’ll contact you individually.
3. For each art submission, attach a short statement of relevance explaining how you think
your work fits within the theme of the project and how it addresses issues local to
Sacramento.
Entry Deadline:
June 15th, 2019 by 12:59am
Exhibition Details:
Sales of Artwork: 60% will go to the Artist. Items sold must remain on exhibit for the duration of
the show.

